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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North

Rockville, Maryland 20847

Gentlemen:

On behalf of the Granbury-Hood County community, I would like to thank you for taking time out
of your busy legislative schedule to visit with our delegation. As representatives from Hood
County, the City of Granbury, and the Granbury-Hood County Economic Development
Corporation, we have come to Washington to show our united support for issues that we believe
are essential for the success and economic well being of Granbury and Hood County. Last year
City and County officials met with our legislators, and this year we are requesting your ongoing
support for these projects.

As a developing community on the outskirts of Fort Worth, we are experiencing unprecedented
growth. Hood County has grown from 6,300 persons in 1970 to over 54,000 persons currently. We
were ranked 13 3 rd out of all 3,200 U.S. counties in population growth percentage from 1990-2005,
and this growth continues.

However, growth brings with it many issues and during our visit we would like to discuss our
concerns regarding these infrastructure issues with you and your staff:

* Traffic congestion on Highway 377 (the main artery running through Hood County)
generated by population growth and the Barnett Shale explosion, has become a major
concern.

* Recent plans to expand the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant in nearby Glen Rose have
been proposed by Luminant Energy (formerly TXU). Although the project will bring jobs
and economic growth to our region, it causes concern when considering evacuation routes
that could overburden our roadways with their limited capacity should a nuclear or natural
catastrophic event occur.

* Lastly, we would like to discuss plans to enhance our Granbury Regional Airport. These
enhancements will increase our area's economic development potential and provide a
valuable service for our growing citizenry.

We sincerely appreciate the time that you have set aside to visit with our delegation. It is our desire
to address these issues, and do what is best for our community. In order to reach that end, your
support and expertise are vital to our efforts. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff.

Best Regards,

Randy Thomas
Director of Economic Development
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Granbury-Hood County Mobility and Evacuation Overview

Traffic congestion in Hood County has become a major issue. An influx of
activity has contributed to this problem which is largely attributed to:

" Truck traffic related to the Barnett Shale, the fastest growing
natural gas field in the United States. (According to Ray Perryman,
nationally recognized economist, its economic impact increased
over 51% over last year).

" Rapid population growth due to retirees, 2nd homeowners, and
commuters (Hood County has grown from 6,300 at the 1970
census, to over 54,000 in 2007).

" Tourism traffic, including weekenders and boaters
" Besides Hood County, the population of surrounding counties such

as Johnson, Parker, Erath and Somervell funnel traffic Highway
377 to travel to Fort Worth, which runs through the heart of Hood
County

In 2002, the Granbury Hood County Intergovernmental Coalition sent a
letter to former Congressman Charles Stenholm concerning the need for a
study to address issues regarding growth and mobility in and around the City
of Granbury and Hood County, as well as evacuation issues in relation to the
Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant. Congressman Stenholm helped
secure monies to fund this feasibility study.

Although the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station has an identified
evacuation plan, enhancement of the highway infrastructure needs to be
addressed, due to the voluminous in-migration of people into Hood County.
The study sought to identify a plan for the safe, effective, and efficient
movement of traffic within and through Granbury-Hood County. The
TXDOT recommended plan is included following this overview.

Understandably, there is a sense of urgency on the part of community
leaders to see this plan to fruition as soon as possible. We realize that a
nuclear power plant is a source of great economic benefit, however it can
also be a potential target of terrorists or be damaged by natural calamity.
And with plans on the table to double the Comanche Peak plant, this concern
is even more real. It is not our intent to cause a public scare; rather, we want
to be fully prepared in the unfortunate case of a nuclear emergency. At the



time original stakeholder meetings related to this study were held, expansion
plans were not a part of the discussion, nor was the recent influx in
population.

Even though the community has had several meetings with TXDOT, funding
for this project has not been secured.

Highway 377 Project
TXDOT has also studied the feasibility of expanding Highway 377 from
four to six lanes. Highway 377 serves as a major east/west connection to the
Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex and carries 50,000+ vehicles per day. As Hood
County's entire population is less than 55,000, Highway 377 is a major
commercial corridor supporting surrounding commumities in addition to the
Granbury area:

" The expansion would run from the intersection of SH 144 to FM
167 south (a ten mile stretch).

" It would run from the intersection of SH 144 and Business 377,
and would include the widening of the north half of the Lake
Granbury Bridge.

" In addition to the highway widening, the project will include
drainage structures, synchronization of traffic signals, bridge
widening, pavement markings and signage.

" The project is not scheduled until at least 2012. As such
improvements are not scheduled for five more years; the City has
implemented initiatives to relieve Highway 377 by designing
parallel facilities that may be used as detour routes as well as
synchronizing traffic signals to platoon vehicles through
intersections. However these are only temporary remedies to the
congestion and needed roadway expansion.

The U.S. 377 reconstruction project is not funded at this time. It is still in
environmental review and preliminary design. After the environmental
document and geometric schematic are further refined, they will be reviewed
by TXDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Once
approval for further processing is received from the FHWA, a public hearing
will be scheduled.

Congressman Chet Edwards of the 17 thTexas congressional district secured
$3 million in the 2006 transportation authorization bill and $500,000 in the
2007 transportation appropriations bill for this project (for the section from



SH 144 to the old FM 4-Acton Highway). Most recent cost estimates from
the east end of the Brazos River bridge to FM167 is over $34 million for the
widening of Highway 377.

Traffic counts have soared on Highway 377 over the past several years,
rising to 42,000-50,000 VPD in certain places (a high number for a non-
interstate or freeway). With current growth trends, activity related to the
Barnett Shale gas field, and other projects, this number is expected to
escalate rapidly over the coming years. Adding a lane on either side of
Highway 377 would also improve evacuation traffic flow in the event of a
nuclear emergency at Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant or natural
disaster.

Our primary goal is secure additional federal funding so that we can make
these projects a reality. It is important to note that the preliminary
evacuation plan came well before much of the population growth in Hood
County. Hood County had a population of 6,300 in 1970 compared to over
54,000 currently (this does not include second homeowners, tourist and
truck traffic associated with Barnett Shale).

Your support and assistance in helping us make these projects a reality is
critical to future and economic growth of Granbury and Hopkins County.
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Summary of Evaluation of Alternatives

The alternatives under consideration in this study were evaluated from a mobility and evacuation
perspective. Additionally, an economic impact analysis provided measures for travel efficiency and
economic development.

Measures of network performance were determined from the project study's TRANPLAN Travel
Demand Model. Table 5-1 presents a ranking of the alternatives based upon their vehicle hour
performance.

Ran k Alternative Vicle HR~r Reueio in reil Hus (to 200 oRid
1 •892,813 -35,960
2 •908,283 -20,490
3 ,912,827 -15,946
$4 •918,528 -10,245

5920,028 -8,745
S 923,764 -5,010
-941,688 +12,915

Table 5-1: Alternatives Vehicle Hour Performance Ranking

The configuration of each 'alternative provides potential for improving mobility within the project study
area. Alternative 4-2 exhibited the greatest reduction in vehicle hours when compared to the No-build
scenario. On the other end of the spectrum, as vehicle hours are a function of the travel timelalong a
particular route, the increase in vehicle hours for Alternative 2 is caused by the fact that Alternative 2
traverses the longest distance (route), and this greater distance also increases the number of TAZ
being assigned to Alternative 2. Alternative 6 is somewhat limited to providing improvement for thru-
traffic mobility only, and does not address circulation issues in the project study area associated with
evacuations. Alternatives 1 through 4 and Alternative 4-2 enhance the existing evacuation plan
infrastructure by improving circulation through the developing south, southeastern and extreme
southern portion of the project study area.

5.2 Benefits and Costs

As previously discussed in Section 4.5.5, B/C methodology was used to determine if the
alternatives are economically feasible; benefits derived from a particular alternative outweigh the
costs of that alternative. Project benefits and project costs are quantified. A project is considered
feasible when the ratio of its benefits to its costs equals or exceeds one; project benefits outweigh
project costs. Feasible projects are then ranked by determining those that possess the greatest net
benefits (project benefits minus project costs). The economic impact analysis examined the travel
efficiency and economic development benefits for all the alternatives under consideration. Travel
efficiency benefits included estimating travel time cost savings, vehicle operating cost savings and

April 2006 Section 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Page S5 - 1
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accident cost savings. Potential economic development benefits were derived with the application of
RIMS II economic modeling techniques. Total project estimated costs for each alternative included
construction, maintenance and right-of-way costs.

The initial test for economic feasibility involved identifying a B/C ratio greater than one (1); estimated
benefits outweigh estimated project costs. Upon determination of a B/C ratio greater than one (1),
the alternative with the greatest net benefits, total benefits minus total costs, was identified. All of the
viable alternatives demonstrated a B/C ration greater than 1. Table 5-2 presents each alternative
ranked in order of greatest net benefits.

Rank

109.9 586.9 477.0
2 M R 125.0 380.8 255.8
3 =, 153.1 360.3 207.3
4 BI M 164.6 350.3 185.8
5 5 136.9 278.9 142.0
6 3 193.6 290.3 96.8 8
7 2 155.2 248.5 93.3

Table 5-2: Alternatives Net Benefit Ranking

Economic development impacts provided an assessment of magnitude of economic activity
associated with each alternative. The RIMS II model provided the basis to determine the inter-
industry relationships between economic sectors related to roadway construction expenditures. The
indicators measuring the impacts included output, wages and jobs. Table 5-3 provides a summary
of the results. -.

SW2-SE2-NEI- 270.6 77.0 1964
SW2-SE7-NE2 258.9 73.7 1879
SW2-SE6-NE3 320.5 91.2 2326

SW1-SE3 252.5 71.9 1833
Thoroughfare Plan 224.0 63.8 1626
US 377 to Freeway 183.7 52.3 1333
Alt 4 SW + Alt 2 SE 205.4 58.5 1491

Table 5-3: Alternatives Net Benefit Ranking

5.3 Recommendations
Selection of preferred alternative was based on both travel demand model and economic
performance. In addition, the overall goals of the study, mobility and evacuation, were taken under
consideration along with input taken from stakeholder and public meetings.

April 2006 Section .5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Page S5 - 2
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In terms of travel demand model performance, Alternative 4-2 and Alternative 4 ranked first and
second, respectively. On the basis of economic performance, Alternative 6 ranked highest, followed
by Alternative 4-2 and 4. However, as Alternative 6 fails to meet the evacuation criteria, it was
removed from further consideration. Alternative 4 and 4-2 meet both the mobility and evacuation
criteria within a close margin. Therefore, this study recommends consideration of two
alternatives; Viable Alternative 4 and Alternative 4-2.

Both alternatives exhibit positive economic development impacts. Alternative 4 yields an estimated
$252.5 million dollars in output, $71.9 million dollars in wages and 1833 jobs, Alternative 4-2 returns
$205.4 million dollars in output, 58.5 million dollars in wages and 1491 jobs.

5.3.1 Phasing Plan for the Recommended Alternatives. As it is likely that funding for the
recommended alternatives would not be available all at once, a plan for phased construction was
developed for Alternative 4 and Alternative 4-2. The proposed phasing plan focuses on an initial
primary phase, constructing two (2) lanes of the ultimate four-lane (4-lane) facility along the new
location segments of the alternative within prioritized quadrants. The final phase of the proposed
plan would result in the construction of an ultimate 4-lane facility, upgrading existing roadway and
previously-phased construction segments. The plan is prioritized to address:

" Increased mobility and enhanced evacuation for residents of extreme southern Hood
County,

* Increased mobility and enhanced evacuation for residents of southwest Hood County and
continuation of existing NW LP 567, and

" Implementation of a fully functional loop.

The proposed phasing plan assumes all necessary right-of-way has been secured.

5.3.2 Recommended Alternative (Viable Alternative 4). The following is the proposed phasing
plan for Alternative 4. Figure 5-1 on page S5-5 illustrates the phasing plan for this
recommended alternative.

5.3.2(a) Phase I. Phase I would involve the construction of a 2-lane, undivided roadway segment
beginning at approximately 1.5-miles east of the intersection of FM 3210 and FM 2425 and
continuing northeast to the intersection of US 377 and S FM 167. This phase would also include
the construction of a new bridge crossing Lake Granbury approximately 2.6-miles upstream of
DeCordova Bend Dam. Additional elements would include overpasses at FM 167, FM 4 and an
east bound at-grade direct connector to US 377. The estimated cost for Phase I construction is
$47.6 million.

5.3.2(b) Phase IA. Phase IA focuses on addressing the concerns expressed at the public forums
with regard to the existing condition of FM 167 and its function as a safe and efficient evacuation
route. This phase would include the addition of 10-foot shoulders to FM 167 from Monticello
Drive to its proposed intersection with the recommended alternative. Additionally, the shoulder

April 2006 Section 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Page S5 - 3
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improvements would include Monticello Drive from its intersection at FM 167 to the Monticello
Drive bridge crossing at the Brazos River, approximately 2.5-miles downstream of the DeCordova
Bend Dam. Phase IA would also incorporate widening of the Monticello Drive bridge to
accommodate the proposed 10-foot shoulders. The estimated cost for Phase IA construction is
$2.2 million.

5.3.2(c) Phase I1. Phase II would involve the construction of a 2-lane, undivided roadway
segment beginning at the intersection of US 377 and LP 567 and extending southeast to SH 144,
approximately 0.5-miles south of the intersection of SH 144 and Contrary Creek Road.
Construction would also include overpasses at US 377 and FM 51 and direct connectors,
allowing for outbound traffic movements, at US 377, SH 144 and the intersection of FM 2425 and
SH 144. In addition to providing a continuation of LP 567, Phase II completes the entire length of
the recommended alternative, The estimated cost for Phase II construction is $41.7 million.

5.3.2(d) Phase I1l. Phase III would involve upgrading the existing roadway segments being
utilized along the alternative alignment and previously phased segments (Phase I & II) from 2-
lane, undivided to 4-lane, divided facilities. This phase would incorporate the planned TxDOT
improvements along SH144 from Contrary Creek to south of FM 2425. Phase III would also
include similar improvements to FM 2425 from its intersection at SH 144 to the Phase I extents,
approximately 1.5 miles east of the intersection of FM 2425 and FM 3210. The construction of
the remaining direct connectors at US 377, SH 144 and FM 2425 would complete the phase. The
estimated cost for Phase Ill construction is $51.6 million.

41.b
2.2

41,7
51.6

Table 54: Estimated Costs by Phase - Alternative 4

5.3.3 Recommended Alternative (Alternative 4-2). The following is the proposed phasing plan
for Alternative 4-2. Figure 5-2 on page S5-7 illustrates the phasing plan for this recommended
alternative.

5.3.3(a) Phase I. Phase I would involve the construction of a 2-lane, undivided roadway segment
beginning at approximately 1.5-miles east of the intersection of FM 3210 and FM 2425 and
continuing northeast to the intersection of US 377 and N FM 167. This phase would also include
the construction of a new bridge crossing Lake Granbury approximately 6.3-miles upstream of
DeCordova Bend Dam, Additional elements would include an overpasses at FM 4 and an east
bound at-grade direct connector to US 377. The estimated cost for Phase I construction is $30.4
million.

April 2006 Section 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Page S5 - 4
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5.3.3(b) Phase IA. As with the recommended alternative, Phase IA focuses on addressing the
function of S FM 167 as an evacuation route. However, as Alternative 4-2 does not extend into
southeastern Hood County, proposed improvements extend for much of FM 167 and also include
the addition of a bypass around the community of Acton. Phase IA would include the addition of
10-foot shoulders to FM 167 from Monticello Drive to its intersection with FM 4. A proposed 2-
lane, 10-foot shoulder configuration would be introduced as new construction to bypass the
congested Acton area. Shoulder improvements would also include Monticello Drive from its
intersection at FM 167 to the Monticello Drive bridge crossing at the Brazos River, approximately
2.5-miles downstream of the DeCordova Bend Dam. Phase IA would also incorporate widening
of the Monticello Drive bridge to accommodate the proposed 10-foot shoulders. The estimated
cost for Phase IA construction is $4.7 million,

5.3.3(c) Phase I1. Phase II would involve the construction of a 2-lane, undivided roadway
segment beginning at the intersection of US 377 and LP 567 and extending southeast to SH 144,
approximately 0.5-miles south of the intersection of SH 144 and Contrary Creek Road.
Construction would also include overpasses at US 377 and FM 51 and direct connectors, allowing
for outbound traffic movements, at US 377, SH 144 and the intersection of FM 2425 and SH 144.
In addition to providing a continuation of LP 567, Phase II completes the entire length of the
recommended alternative. The estimated cost for Phase II construction is $41.4 million.

5.3.3(d) Phase II1. Phase III would involve upgrading the existing roadway segments being
utilized along the alternative alignment and previously phased segments (Phase I & II) from 2-
lane, undivided to 4-lane, divided facilities, This phase would incorporate the planned TxDOT
improvements along SH144 from Contrary Creek to south of FM 2425. Phase III would also
include similar improvements to FM 2425 from its intersection at SH 144 to the Phase I extents,
approximately 1.5 miles east of the intersection of FM*2425 and FM 3210. The construction of
the remainring direct connectors at US 377, SH 144 and FM 2425 would complete the phase. The
estimated cost for Phase Ill construction is $42.4 million.

JU.A

4.7
41.4

142.4

Table 5-5: Estimated Costs by Phase - Alternative 4-2

5.4 Locally-Preferred Alternative

This study presents two alternatives, Alternative 4 and Alternative 4-2 for further consideration by
stakeholders and the communities of Hood County.

April 2006 Section 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
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U S. 377, the main transportation corridor
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ed and widened through Granbury from
SH 114 to FM 167 South.

The Texas Department of Transportation 41
(TxDOT) has developed schematics which show
two possible alternatives for the purchase of

right-of-way (ROW). Detailed roadway design

is expected to begin this fall with construc-
tion estimated to start in Late 2008, subject
to the availability of funding.
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I Two new lanes and raised
medians to make roadway safer

T e U.S. 377 project will include two additional trafficLanes, curb and gutter, and a raised median, all of which
will improve mobility and safety for travelers.

Currently, the roadway carries a lot of traffic on the two
existing lanes in each direction with a center, two-way, left-
hand turn lane. In some limited areas, a raised median has
been constructed in place of the continuous turn Lane.

The widened roadway will have three Lanes in each direc-

tion separated by a raised median. Medians significantly con-
tribute towards TxDOT's goals of safety, mobility and quality
access by limiting contact points and reducing the potential
for vehicle accidents.

The new roadway wilt have curbs and gutters with a por-
tion of the drainage being carried in a newly constructed
underground system. It will require a minimum right-of-way
width of 140 ft. U
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i Aliqnment altea es analyzed,
ig h-of-way needs consideied.
U .S. 377's improvements wiltrequire additional right-of-
way (ROW) in order to provide for
improved safety, mobility and access
to businesses and residences. Addi-
tional ROW will generally be required
between Business 377 and FM 167
South.

Over the past months, TxDOT has
been studying three alignment alter-
natives, evaluating costs and ben-
efits to each. One alternative, known
as the South Alignment, would take
all new ROW that is required from the
south side of the highway. This alter-
native has been dropped from further
study because land acquisition costs
would be approximately $7 million
more than the other two alternatives.

One alternative that is deemed
viable is called the Center Alignment.
This alternative would require ap-
proximately 10 ft. of additional ROW
from both the north and south side
of the roadway.

The second alternative being stud-
ied is called the North Alignment.
There are several benefits to the
North Alignment. Fewer properties
would be affected by ROW acquisi-
tion as it would require approxi-
mately 20 ft. of additional property
from the north side of the roadway
and nothing from the south. Fewer
underground utilities will require re-
location. Additionally, this alignment
would make it easier to maintain traf-
fic flow during construction. E
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Or contact:
Jeny Hunter

Stephenville Area Office
Texas Department of Transportation

1881 E. Washington (BU 377)
Stephenville, TX 76401
phone 254-965-3511

fax 254-965-4441
emaiL jhunte l@dotstatetxus
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Granbury Regional Airport Expansion Overview

Current Situation
" Runway is 3,600 feet.
" Runway flight pattern leads aircraft towards the Comanche Peak Nuclear

Power Plant, Granbury High School, and the Lake Granbury Regional
Medical Center.

" Many business jets that land cannot refuel because of strength and existing
runway length limitations.

Airport Improvements
* The new runway will be 5,300' x 75' with 30,000 pound pavement

strength-large enough to handle most corporate jet aircraft.
" The longer runway will also provide more safety, as pilots will have

additional pavement to land or take off during bad weather and high winds.
" Airport has many letters of support and N numbers from aircraft needing at

least 5,000 feet of runway to land larger aircraft safely.
" The new runway will have a true north/south orientation.
" Expansion will provide better services to existing business jets and attract

new aircraft owners.
" This project will also provide land for additional aircraft hangars to be

constructed for new aircraft, as the demand is very high.
" The full-length parallel taxiway will link to the existing runway and taxiway

system to obtain fuel and services at the existing terminal building and
hangar area.

" The new location is ideal for an industrial park, as two state highways and a
railroad surround it.

" Expansion will also boost economic development opportunities. The
expansion will accommodate corporate jets which are critical to Granbury's
economic development.

Texas Department of Transportation
" Has allocated $7.8 million toward this project.
" The additional $9.9 million of needed funding must come from discretionary

funds allocated solely for the Granbury Regional Airport.
" In April 2008 David Fulton, TxDOT Aviation Director, sent a supplemental

request to the FAA for $2.5 million in FY2010 and $2.5 in FY 2011 for the
construction of the runway.

" A new airport layout plan (ALP) has been approved and reviewed by
TxDOT Aviation, and is now awaiting final FAA approval.



City of Granbury
" Has $2.2 million allocated for this project.
" Will be responsible for all monies above the TxDOT allocation.
" Has already paid for TxDOT Aviation to perform an environmental

assessment on the +/- 400 acres of land needed for the expansion project.

Current Project Costs:
Land
Electric Relocation
Construction
Engineering & Surveying
Contingency (at 8%)
Total Cost

Total Funds to Date:
TxDOT Aviation
City of Granbury
Total Funds

Total Dollar Amount Requested:

$5,080,500
4,522,980
8,571,280

343,000
1,481,421

$19,999,181

$7,800,000
$2,200,000
$10,000,000

$9,999,181

Originally Proposed Project Schedule:

Complete Airport Master Plan
FAA approval of ALA
Begin Land Acquisition
Design for Construction/Relocations
Construction Begins
Project Completion

April 2007
May 2007
July 2007
January 2008
July 2008
September 2009

"Economic prosperity won't be coming to Granbury on
a Greyhound Bus..... It will be coming through our

local airport".

- TxDOTAviation Director
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AGENDA

Description of Master Plan Study

Airport Overview

Aviation Demands

Alternatives Input from Public / Pilots
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Master P lan Study
FAA AC 150/5070-6B

Inventory of Current Facilities

FAA Terminal Area Forecasts (TAF's)

Alternatives to best meet demands

BenefitslCosts; Environmental Issues
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Airport Overview

Runway 14-32 is a 3,602' x 60' 12,500#
asphalt runway w/ parallel taxiway

:1
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Airport Overview
v/ 90 Based Aircraft
v'12,100 Annual Ops: 7,800 Local (65%)

GPS Approach to! RW 14
•"Parachuting

.. .- w- ..I
.... ... ,• .. • - " • , :i, ,. °..- . .. ,
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Airport Overview
Recent Projects:

3 3- 13 Unit T-Hgrs (2005)

New Beacon and PAPI's
Jet A Fuel (2003)
AWOS (2003) i•:

STerminal Bldg (2001)
¢"Apron Expansion (2000)



Additional Needs
> New T-,Hangars Needed; 40 Awaiting Hangar Space

> Business Jet Migration from D/FW Class B

>New Private Hangars Planned or Under Construction

> MEDIVAC Helicopter

>Texas Forestry Service

>New FO's



Additional Needs
v'Business jets must leave fight-Ioadeddue to s~hodr ru~nway Ieng~th

v"Runway is n~ot
rated for aircraft
heavier than
12,500 poun-d-s

,Need N-=S RW



Additional Needs
April 2002: Discussed with TxDOT Aviation

/ June 2002 and February 2003: Letters sent in
from pilots, businesses, etc, to justify need
for longer, stronger runway With a N-S wind
orientation

/Est. annual operations: 978 > 500 required
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Letters Received -Individual Aircraft
Date: February 17, 2003

To: Mr. John RI Holt
Airport Manager
Granbury Municipal Airport
P. O. Box 969
Granbury, Texas 76048

Re: Proposed Airport Runway Extension

This corrmipondence is to assist you in the documentation of the use of your fihility by my
aircraft and to provide fbrther support .or the City of Gratbuy's endeavors to provide the above
referenced 5200-foot unnway. The additional length and strength will allow operation of my
aircrafl into and out of the airport and will allow my airoraft to further destinations without
tnnecessary fuel stops. The exlra tength will also provide additional safiety for aircraft
operations during wet or inclement weather.

The sircraft listed below has enjoyed the use of the Granbury Mustlcpal Airport this date:

SAircraft M a Model AM fW aibor

1) , , -5 J4 91T617OJ qq q_ PT

Your consideration of tbese improvements is appreciated. Please contact me at the address
and/or phone number fisted below if I on be of firther assistance,

iPS. nr' ely.S •rC
Sincerel,

091--
Address /0%0 C•A?4rtV i-4/

tA/J ~.-J I4II??.- snAI tvc.

Phone and/or ,-mail address

17 -11 •'Idl<"r ~ ll' G. ,tl, -I-, ýUIL. .iM•

Approximately number of landing per year ;-L4



Letters Received - Multiple Aircraft
John Gronemneyer
Nassau Bay Aiqrk
3616 Carla Court
Granbry, Texas 76049
817-326-2260

February 10, 2003

Texas Dcpartment of Transportation
Aviation Division
Gnnbury Airport
400 Howard Clemmon Road
Granbury, Texan 76048

On behalf of the Dallas-Foat Worth WIng of the Commemorative Air Force (CAF), I would like to exprezs ourdesire to bost an annual fly day at the G(rab rtaictipal airport. The result of this fly day will promote aviationand aviation education within the Granbury community and provide visibility to the mrround commnunities.Secondly, with a primary theme of historical importance, V6 w1it promote these great World War. l aircraft of theCAF and the remembrance of the heroes and veterans who fought and died during World War nI.

The aircraft include:

Douglas R4D
Douglas A26
North American B25
North American P51
Republic P-47
Vought F4U
Stinson L5E-I
Voltce BTI 5
Boeing Stearman
Fairchild I1"19
Stinso. V-77
North Amerien T6

NISIZE
N626SH
N9643C
N61429
N47TB
N43RW
N7618B
N69605
N703SQ
N50481
N60634
N2JC

Gross Weight-26,200 lbs.
Gross Weight-35,00 lbs.
Gross Weigit-35,000 lbs.
Gross Waiglrt- 11,600 lt.
Gross Weight-12,000 lbs.
Gross Weight-13,120 lbs.
Gross Weight-2,250 lbs.
Gross Weight- 4500 lbs.
Gross Weight- 3300 lm
Gross Weight- 2900 lbs
Gross Weight- 4500 lbs.
Gross Weight- lbs.

10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departrm
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
10 landInp and dpartures
10 landings and departures
10 landings and departures
*10 landings and departures

Additlonally, the average combined total takeoffand landiog count is appruximately 120.

Granbury's airport Manager, Mr. John Bolt and I have only discussed this as a prelindnary idea. The current airportplan May not have the room for the R4D or other such large aircraft, The city engineers could evaluate the airportand nmway spmac and runway eight Unmitations Furthermore, I can provide any additional information as toaircraft dimensions, aircraft weights and tire footprints of those large aircraft.

Please call me with any qumstions that you bavez

John Gronemeyer
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Letters Received - TXU

TXU
TXU Business Swvkes
Avtation Sovicos

Texas Department of Transportation
Aviation Division
Granbury Airport
400 Howard Clemmons Road
Grandbury, Texas 76048

To Whom It May Concern:

Beginning in the early 1970's with the construction of the Comanche Peak
Nuclear Power Plant near Glen Rose, TXU has relied heavily on the municipal
airport at Granbury for both construction and operational support for the nuclear
power plant Through the years both company and vendor aircraft have utilized
the airport often times on a daily basis, Presently we fly only two of our three jet
aircraft into the Granbury airport about 75 times each year in support of the
nuclear plant operations,

The changes in the airport through the years have been very welcomed and
needed. The support of the city of Granbury has been outstanding. The
improvements in the past few years have made the airport a quality recreational
and general aviation airport for the area. But with the advancements in new
business aircraft models and the expanding global economy, some additional
improvements would make it a much needed and quality business airport. The
needs to support our nuclear operations in a national environment requires
expanded range capabilities to cities such as Washington D.C., New York,
Atlanta and other cities. With our present aircraft fleet this is not possible from the
Granbury airport due to airport fuel and runway limitations, especially during out
hot Texas summers.

The items listed below are some improvements that would allow greater
utilization of the airport from a business support perspective.

Runway Improvements: The runway needs to be lengthened to as
long as practical for the present location of the airport, A length of
5,000 feet would be minimum for summertime operations and a
weight bearing capacity of 80,000 pounds. Widen and strengthen
taxiways.



Letters Received - Kerr-McGee
6' KERR-MCGEE

AM J S IAI CAP •C•3O

Mr. John R, Holt
Airport Manager
Granbury Municipal Airport
400 Howartd Clemmnons Road
Granbury, Texas 76048

Dear John,

The airport looks great and your improvements in the condition of the ramp and new terminal
building is mtich appreciated.

Kerr McGee operates three buMness jets, a Citation Ill Falcon 50, and a Falcon 90011X. Each of
these airplanes has some limitations when operating out of a 3660-foot runway such as yours. These
limitations can cause unnecessary landings, especially when the runway is wet. As you know thest
expensive aircraft are 24n7, busirmss tools which must operate in all weather conditions, day and night.
When we have business in the Granbury area, both our executives and customers prefer to use the
Granbury Airport rather than landing at Fort Worth and driving to the Grtanbury Area. "

We have at least . couple of diversions and unplanned fuel stops each year due to the short length
of the runways at Granbury AirpOrt. The drive from Fort Worth is excessive when we need to be it)
Granbury. Enroute fuel stops are both expensive in lime and money when we could easily complete the
trip when 5000 feet of runway i. available.

I would encourage you to investigate with (he Texas Department of Transportation and the Federal
Av iation Administration the possibility of at least a 5000 foot all weather runway at Gratibury. This would
help us extend the capability and more importantly the safety of our aircraft. Keep in mind these aircraft
are operating at Isa than full capability due to die current short runway.

Thnnks for your time and attention.

.d~Sasser
Aviation Manager/Chief Pilot
6230 Air Cargo Rd. ,.-
Oklahoma City, OK 73159
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Letters Received- Texas A&M

Th Texas A&M University System
kSystem Aircraft

Eaterwood Airport/A&M Hangar • 1660 George Bush Drive West • College Station, Texas 77845-4757$ Phone (979) 845-8181 Fax (979) 862-2336 Campus Malistop 1589 http://tamusystem~tamu;edu

March 20,2002

MT. John Holt
Airport Manager

Granbury Municipal Airport
400 Howard Clemmons Road
Granbury, TX 76048

Dear Mr. Holt:

The Texas A&M University System operates two King Air B200's, and on several
occasions during the past few weeks these aircraft have landed at your airport.

I have learned that the City of Granbury is planning to construct a new runway. With our
recent trips in mind, I would encourage the city planners to build this new runway to a

minimum length of 5,000 feet.

When our aircraft are fully loaded with passengers and the temperatures begin to warm,
we require that length of runway to meet our safety standards. Additionally, I feel that a
5,000-foot-long runway will meet the safety requirements for most aircraft in today's

corporate fleet.

Sincerely,

Robert W, McCreight
Director/Chief Pilot

RWM/dh
Aircraft No. N1553M
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Letters Received - TX Forest Service
TEXAS ...
FORE' fSERVICE
The Texas A&M University System

Texas Department of Transportation
Aviation Division
cio Grandbury Municipal Airport
400 Howard Clemmons Road
Grandbury, Texas 76049

To whom it may concern:

The Texas Forest Service has.used the GTredbury airport in the past ftr a base of operations on
two occasions. Because, of the limited runway length and weight restricti0m we were only able
to operate out single engine fixed wing aircraft for detection, our twin engine tactical supervisors
aircraft, and two Call When Needed medium helicopters. Some of these aircraft were Beech
Barrens such as 58CK, I I9AB, 1825W, Cossnas 901Q, 41Be, 30F, 78Z and Aero Commander
900PRA, The helicopters hicluded 143MD, 407PB, 398ER, 902CH, 97H1J,

The sirgle engine aircraft made 54 landings and take oft the twin engine aircraft made 22
landings and take off. The helicopters only made 9 landings and take off.

Some years are heavy fire load years and Ihe take off and landings could go higher. Some years
have light fire activity and the number could be lower, The airport at Crandbury is in a -very good
location for our operations, because of its location to Ft. Worth and south of DFW airport.

If the niway were to be increased to 5000 feet the Texas Forest Service would be able to base
the single engine air tankers (SEATs) out of this airport. The runway and ramps would have to
be able to support 12,500 pounds for a single axle aircraft or 90-psi. In order for us to consider
using heavy air tankers the runway would have to be 6ý000 feet in length and support 165,000
pounds for dual wheel aircraft at 90- psi. These would be aircraft hIe the AT-802 N91 90G,
Dromader M-1 8 N70678, N52768, or Trush S2R N440AT. N6125.

By basing our SEAT operations out of the GrCnbury airport the take off and landings would
increase the total above by an average of 80 per year,

Sincerely, ,

Charles "Boo" Walker
Aviation Management Officer
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Letters Received
GRANBURY AERO

RUS[NESS PLAN

- New FBO's

Mountain.Aero
Business Plan

OVERVIEW:

Granbury AM, a Texas C Corporatieon proposes to conduct business at the Granbury
Regional Airport ass full servlce FBOpecallaing in a number of services primarily targeted
toward corporate aircraft users. Granthtey Aeto expects toofter Incinditg Cultstscsm a&- and GSa,
fuel services, maintenance, temporary and short-term offce Flacitles and other ancillary services to
such corporate aircraft uers. Additionally, the company plans to begin to offer PAR 135 charter
services du ring Its Initial year of operation. As a fall service IR1O serving corporate aviation, the
Company expects to operate from 6:00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. weekdays and 8-100 am. to 5:00 p.0. 6n
weekends 365 days per yeer and at other limes as necessary to serve our clitnts.

LAND AND BUILDINC SPACE:

Craobury Aera proposes to leane the area previously diseunWe at Mhe Granbory Regional
Airport. The company Initially Intends to construct two hanger fitelitfes comprising, in Aggregate,
43,200 square feet with capatIty for up to 25 Aircraft, a terminal facility of approsimately 8,000
square feet to Include reception areas, pilot's lounge, flight planning facility, temporary /olice space
anM storage space for aircraft owners based at Granbury Acro. Additionally, we expect to construct
a covered parking aria of Approximately 2,400 square feel as a client camvealenm A flOOr plan of the
company's proposed facility will be submitted.

PROJECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES AND MARKETING EFFORTS:

As tindictted in the attached financial projectlons, the primary source of the company's
revenues are projected to rei"a from base client as well as Itranslen fuel sales and hanger rental fees
derive from corporate aircraft based at Granbury Aero. Based on preliminary discunsions with
Aireraft owners, tht'e mpany expects to hee at least fifteen (IS) corpnrate nlrcraft baed tn
Granbury Acre by the end ofithcompany's first ftll year ofoperatlot Granbury Aere's hangars
are being designed an "stlte of the art" corporate aircraft facilities with a high level oftatonasted
security systems and high speed Interaet ready corporate ofingst for aircraft owners as well as other
amenities targeted toward corporate aviation clilents Hangars wIl be designed to accommodate
large corporate alrcralr whose fuel needs will exceed the minimum hangar client fuel parthase level
presently easblbshetd st 1,90 gallons for month.

The Company'ls research indicates that there are no available facillitits of nature within S0
miles and it will be further served by It's C•rolina Parent Company and the clients generated by that
Company. The Company also expects its clients to Include fractional shere operators, locally owned
airciaft currently based at other airports, nd current and prior clients of Dove Air, Inn. as well as
Dove Afi's aircraft Inventory (presently seven aircraft),

The Company intends to begin providing FA7R 135 charters ervices as a line of buslnesM. No
such service is now baedt nor operates routinely in this •me atitfirig the type aircraft contemplated
by Gronbury Acre. Tie Company Intially an•cllpates utilizng a single CoMA Citation for this
vervi'e and adding additional aircraft aedemand inereate. Wb believe the Company can capture
Intent demand for this service within its market are and, stimiulate demand through marketing •
efforts to local and regional buslneswse. Additionally, once this service is eslabll•shed, the Company
expects to provide overflnOw eapcdty to fracional share operators throughout the Midwest

Moutinal AXer, a North Carolina S Corporation, prolo to C.qnduct business at
the Asheville Regional Ahport as a full service F'BO, specializing in a number ofservices
primarily taUgeetd toward corporate airoraft usem. Monsin Aero apom to offer
hangar remd fwilittes designed to aeeommoiste largeg carpoate aircmaft up to and
itrtug Oil•u•asm 04a wd 05s. aWl sviges, laintimm, tenpoy and ho.t-term
et~e fl~td~~ti and other ancillary seMces to sucb corporate aimaft users. Additionally,
the compiny plans to begin to offer FAR 135 Chatter services during ha initial year of
operatiou. As a full se .ce O s90"ng cotporate aviation, the Company expects to
oVeat ftM 6 M.. to 9:00 p.m. waedaye and 1 00 atL to MS p.m. on weekends 36S
days per yearat at other times a ntecenary to MY our cilents,

LZiand 2041102d S$=

Moxwtaia Aeso proposes to leam the north ranp of the general aviation facility of
the AiheyMtle Regionul Airport The company initially i6tendrs to cehtriet two hang•r
ficilitiea comprising. i aggragete, 43,200 square f4ee with capacity for up to 25 aircrat
a terminal facility of approxiolately 8,000 square feet to include receptotn ame,, pilot's
loungt, night pImizng facility, etupenray affice apace and storage spae for airerft
owners base at Mountain A•m. Addilienemy, we eXpect to consuict a covered paking
area of alpmpxtately 2,400 square feet as client convenimice. A floor plan of the
company's proposed ftaclity has already been submitled.

hylead iea.lNem y, edmes and Markada, A&

A# indicated in the attached financial projections, the primary source of the
company's revetres are projected to result ft base client as well as transientItel sales
md hanger rental feei deived from corporate. aireraft based at Mountain Ane. Suedon
pMliiary disa"oam with dircaft owner, dte comp4ny expecta to have at least fiften
(15) eoqprae atreri f bi ed at Mumttain Aero ' by the end 6fth company' first Mll yea
of opeation. Montala Actr's •iangrs ar being designed as "state of the aWt' corporate
airmtft facilities with a high level of mutomated security systems and high speed titeraet
rady corpore ofleces fbr sme owner as wall as otiler amenitien targe•ed towat

eororatte aviation st.iefta eNgara witl be d*spned to accommodate large corporate
airrmft whose fbal needs MiUl ex.eed the minimutun hagar, cleat fuel purchase level
presently uaableed at 1.500 glIlons for month,

The Compay's research indiaetes that there ae no available facilities of thih
nat•re within wester, North Cirolina, upstate South Carolina or eastern 'Tnnossoc.
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Alternatives - Upgrade Existing RW

Does not meet N-S orientation

Runway not long enough (3,602 feet)
(Need 5,000+ feet)

Expensive to strengthen runway to
30,000 pounds
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Alternatives - Construct New RW

Must use dominant N-S winds

Must provide a longer runway (>5,ooo ft)
Must be 30,000 pound strength

Must use existing facilities

Will Provide Additional Safety nad
Weather For Other Smaller Aircraft
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Master Plan Study

Solicit Public Input (Now)

Evaluate Aviation Demands

Evaluate Alternatives

90 days for Master Plan completion
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Questions I Comments

To provide input, contact:

Keith Callahan, Director
of City Services
Ph: 817-573-7030

or:
Weldon Scrivner, P.Eo
Enprotec/Hibbs & Todd, Inc.

Ph: 325-698-5560



!

S, Texas Department of Transportation
AVIATION DIVISION

125 E. 11TH STREET °AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701-2483 ° 512A416-4500 , FAX 512/416-4510

Ia
I April 21, 2008

I
The Honorable David Southern
Mayor of the City of Granbury
P.O. Box 969
Granbury, Texas 76048-0969

I Re: Granbury Municipal Airport

Funding for Construction of Runway 1/19

I Dear Mayor Southern:

Following our meeting in Granbury February 26, 2008 we have discussed with the FAA
additional funding possibilities to support the construction of Runway 1/19.

As a result of those discussions, a request for supplemental discretionary funding has
been sent to the FAA. The request is for $2.5 M in FY 2010 and $ 2.5 M in FY 2011 for
the construction of the runway. This is the maximum amount that is reasonably

* attainable in- the competition for these limited funds.

The current TxDOT Aviation CIP reflects our programmed commitment of $7.8 M of
AIP funding in FY '08 and '09.for this project. Expenditure of these funds requires the
availability of federal funds and Texas Transportation Commission approval.

The commitment of $4 M of local funds combined with requested FAA supplemental
discretionary funds and programmed TxDOT funds accounts for $16.8 M of the $20 M
current project estimate.

I Although the City has made a $4.87 M request to the Rural Cooperative to fund the costs
of the power line relocation, we have been cautioned that this process has its own set of
challenges and uncertainties. In the event this.funding is not realized, the project may
lack funding commitments of $3.2 M.
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Mayor Southern
Aipril 21, 2008
Page 2

Continuing cost escalation and possible funding shortfalls make the identification of
iadditional funding strategies critical. Construction phasing options being developed by
Wieldofi Scrivner, P. E. will also provide alternatives to make the most prudent use of
funding as it becomes available.

Asý details develop concerning funding and phasing alternatives or if we can be of any
assistance, please contact me or Sandra Braden.

Sincerely,

David S. Fulton

Director

Enclosure

C: Harold Sandel, City Manager
Keith Callahan, Director of Community Services
Victoria Sykes, Field Representative for Congressman Chet Edwards
Sandra Braden, Planner



Granbury Regional Airport
Expansion Costs Funds Request

Land Costs
Fee Simple Land
Aviation Easement
Transmission Line Easements
Land Acquisition Costs
Total

Electric Relocation Costs
Construct New West Substation
Reroute Transmission Lines & Remove Existing Lin(
Modification of Friendship Substation
Salvage Value of Friendship Substation Transformer
Construct New Undergroudn 25KvTransmission Lin(
Install Underground Conduits Under Highways
Other Relocations
Total

$3,576,000.00
$1,071,000.00

$333,500.00
$100,000.00

$5,080,500.00

$2,784,300.00
$622,300.00
$300,000.00

-$323,300.00
$799,680.00
$240,000.00
$100,000.00

$4,522,980.00

Construction Costs
Engineering & Surveying
8% Contingency

Total

$8,571,280.00
$343,000.00

$1,481,421.00
$10,395,701.00

Total Project Cost
Total Funds to Date:

TxDOT Aviation
City of Granbury

Total Dollar Amount Requested

$19,999,181.00

-$7,800,000.00
-$2,200,000.00

$9,999,181.00
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AVIATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM -- 2007
Locations, Projects, and Costs

FEDERAL & STATE FY 2007 Federal FY 2007 (October 2006 - Septe

Texas Department of Transportation -- Aviation Division

July 11, 2006
tmber 2007)/State FY 2007 (September 2006 - August 2007)

City & Project Project Costs
Airport Description Total Federal State Local

GOLDTHWAITE

MILLS COUNTY (NEW)
Acquire land for RW S end avigatlon easement (7.0 ac.) 15,000 0 13,500 1,500

Acquire land for RW N end avigation easement (4.2 ac.) 15,000 0 13,500 1,500

Project Totals: $ 30,000 $ 0 $ 27,000 $ 3,000

GRAFORD

POSSUM KINGDOM
Engineering/design for FY 2008 construction project 93,000 0 83,700 9,300

Project Totals: $ 93,000 $ 0 $ 83,700 $ 9,300

GRANBURY

GRANBURY MUM
Land acquisition for new RW 18-36 (200 ac) 1,500;000 1,350,000 0 150,000

Project Totals: $1,500,000 $ 1,350,000 $ 0 $150,000

GRANBURY

GRANBURY MUNI
Engineering/design for FY 2009 construction 500,000 450,000 0 50,000

Project Totals: $ 600,000 $ 460,000 $ 0 $ 50,000

GRAND PRAIRIE

GRAND PRAIRIE MUNI
Airport drainage improvements 2,000,000 400,000 0 1,600,000

Project Totals: $ 2,000,000 $400,000 $0 $ 1,600,000

GRAND PRAIRIE

GRAND PRAIRIE MUNI
Construct concrete TWto new hangar development (540 x 40) 340,000 306,000 0 34,000

Engineering/design for FY 2007 construction project 60,000 54,000 0 6,000

Project Totals: $400,000 $ 360,000 $ 0 $ 40,000

GREENVILLE

MAJORS

Mark & light parallel TWas a temporary RW

Mark RW 17-35 (118,606 sf)
40,000

100,000

36,000

90,000

0

0

4,000

10,000
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AVIATION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM -- 2009
Locations, Projects, and Costs

FEDERAL & STATE FY 2009 Federal FY 2009 (October 2008 - Septe

Texas Department of Transportation -- Aviation Division

July 11, 2006
mber 2009)/State FY 2009 (September 2008 - August 2009)

Project CostsCity & Project

i[rpOn UDscription Total Federal State Local

GRAFORD

POSSUM KINGDOM
Update Airport Layout Plan 50,000 0 45,000 5,000

Project Totals: $ 60,000 $ 0 $ 45,000 $ 5,000

GRANBURY

GRANBUR Y MUM
Earthwork 500,000 450,000 0 50,000

Construct parallel TW to RW 1-19 (5,600 x 35) 1,600,000 1,440,000 0 160,000

Install erosion/sedimentation controls 80,000 72,000 0 8,000

Relocate powerllnes (1 single phase & 1 three phase) 1,200,000 1,080,000 0 120,000

Install MIRL RW 1-19 (5,000 If) w/ displaced threshold RW 19 300,000 270,000 0 30,000

Construct new RW 1-19 (5,000 x 75) 3,000,000 2,700,000 0 300,000

Mark RW 1-19 (25,400 so) w/ displaced threshold RW 19 20,000 18,000 0 2,000

Project Totals: $ 6,700,000 $ 6,030,000 $ 0 $ 670,000

GRAND PRAIRIE

GRAND PRAIRIE MUNI
Consrtuct new terminal building 550,000 0 275,000 275,000

Project Totals: $ 650,000 $ 0 $ 276,000 $ 275,000

GRAND PRAIRIE

GRAND PRAIRIE MUNI
Engineering/design for FY 10 construction project 200,000 180,000 0 20,000

Project Totals: $ 200,000 $180,000 $ 0 $ 20,000

HONDO

HONDO MUNI
Mark RW 13-31 (53,600 sf)

Reconstruct taxilane for RW 17L-35R (6100 x 50)

Rehabilitate RW 13-31 (6045 x 150)

Mark RW 17L-35R (55,100 sf)

Reconstruct apron terminal area (200 x 200)

Reconstruct RW 17L-35R (5500 x 100) 30,000 lbs.

65,000

1,144,737

370,000

65,000

1,501,318

2,064,330

0

0

0

0

0

0

58,500

1,030,263

333,000

58,500

1,351,186

1,857,897

6,500

114,474

37,000

6,500

150,132

206,433
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NUCLEAR PLANTS IN TEXAS
The number of nuclear power reactors in Texas could rise
dramatically in the next couple of decades. Power companies are
planning enough
nuclear power

generation to
make up for the 40marilI

eight planned
coal plants that 27

TXU shelved in
the wake of o ,OLubb

public opposition - . .
this year: h

@ Comanche Peak, 2 reactors
near Glen Rose owned by TXU

) South Texas Project, 2
reactors in Bay City owned by
NRG Energy with the cities of
Austin and San Antonio

* Amarillo Power plans at least one reactor near Amarillo

0 TXU plans two more reactors at its Comanche Peak plant

0 Exelon plans at least one reactor at a plant in southeast Texas
south of Houston (it hasn't disclosed the exact location)

0 NRG plans two more reactors at the South Texas Project

SOURCES: Nuclear Energy Institute; Dallas Morning News research Staff graphic
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Crash-proof reactors unfeasible, agency says
H. JOSEF HEBERT The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Making nuclear power plants crash-proof to an airliner attack by terrorists is impracticable
and it's up to the military to avert such an assault, the government said Monday. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, in a revised security policy, directed nuclear plant operators to focus on preventing radiation from
escaping in case of such an attack and to improve evacuation plans to protect public health and safety.

"The active protection against airborne threats is addressed by other federal organizations, including the
military," the NRC said in a statement.

Texas has four nuclear power reactors - two at Comanche Peak near Glen Rose and two at the South Texas
Nuclear Project near Bay City.

The NRC rejected calls by some nuclear watchdog groups for the government to establish firm no-fly zones near
reactors, for plant operators to build "lattice-like" barriers to protect reactors, or to them to be required to position
anti-aircraft weapons on site to shoot down an incoming plane.

The NRC, in a summary of the mostly secret security plan, said it examined such proposals, but concluded that
the "active protection" against a threat from the air rests with organizations such as the military or the Federal
Aviation Administration.

It said various mitigation strategies required of plant operators - such as radiation protection measures and
evacuation plans - "are sufficient to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety" in case of an air
attack.

The commission unanimously approved the plan, which has been the subject of internal discussions for 15
months, in a 5-0 vote at a brief meeting without discussion.

"Nuclear power plants are inherently robust structures that our studies show provide adequate protection in a
hypothetical attack by an airplane," NRC Chairman Dale Klein said in a statement, adding that plant operators
already must be able to manage large fires or explosions, no matter the cause.

Klein called the new rule "only one piece" of an effort to enhance reactor security and said the NRC will continue
to examine and discuss the issue of airborne threats and take additional actions if found to be necessary.

The defense plan, formally known as the Design Basis Threat, spells out the attack forces that might be used to
target a commercial power reactor and the defensive capabilities that operators must possess.

Although details are sketchy because of security concerns, the plan requires defense against a relatively small
force, perhaps no more than a half-dozen attackers, but one that could come from multiple directions, including
by water, and incorporate suicide teams.

Some members of Congress and nuclear watchdog groups have argued that the requirements fall short of
needs, given the lessons of 9-11.

These critics have argued that reactor defenders should be ready to face up to 19 attackers - as was the case
on Sept 11 - and expect them to wield rocket-propelled grenades, so-called "platter" explosive charges
and .50-caliber armor-piercing ammunition.

The NRC does not assume such weapons being used and rejected the idea of a 19-member attack force,
maintaining that the 9-11 attacks involved four separate teams, each with four or five terrorists.

Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., said the NRC appears not to have followed the direction of Congress "to ensure
that our nuclear power plants are protected from air- or land-based terrorist threats" of the magnitude
demonstrated on 9-11.

Daniel Hirsch, president of the Community to Bridge the Gap, a nuclear watchdog group that had urged the NRC

http://nl.newsbank.com/nl-search/we/Archives?paction=doc&pdocid= 116FCCF 1 DACB... 4/10/2008
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to require physical barriers to keep planes from hitting reactors, called the security measures "irresponsible to
the extreme."

ONLINE: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, www.nrc.gov

Nuclear Energy Institute, www.nei.org
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TXU moves ahead with reactor plans

Mitsubishi to design 2 reactors for Comanche Peak expansion

12:00 AM CDT on3Thursday, March 15,2007

By SUDEEP REDDY / The Dallas Morning News
sreddyg@dallasnews.com

TXU Corp., after backtracking on its coal plant expansion, is moving ahead with plans to build new
nuclear reactors in Texas.

The company said Wednesday that it selected a design by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. of Japan for
at least two new reactors to expand its Comanche Peak nuclear power plant southwest of Dallas.

TXU said it has signed a nonbinding agreement to use Mitsubishi's technology. The Dallas-based
company said it has not placed an order forthe reactors, which Japanese news reports said would be
about $5.2 billion combined.

If TXU proceeds, the expansion would mark some of the first new reactor orders in the U.S. since the
1979 partial meltdown at Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island crippled the industry. Comanche Peak,
completed in 1993 after years of delays and cost overruns, was the second-to-last plant built in the U.S.

Mitsubishi has built 23 similar pressurized-water reactors in Japan, but the TXU agreement would mark
the design's introduction in the U.S. TXU said it considered six technologies over the last year before
choosing Mitsubishi.

"They have a strong safety and operating record," TXU spokesman Tom Kleckner said. "They're very
efficient. They know how to do this."

TXU told the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a letter last Friday that it had selected Mitsubishi for
the potential development of up to five reactors, making up as much as 6 gigawatts of new nuclear
capacity.

Comanche Peak now has two reactors totaling 2,300 megawatts, or about 3 percent of the electric-
generating capacity on Texas' primary power grid. The new units would each have a net capacity of
1,600 megawatts.

TXU announced in August that it would start planning for the facilities, which would come online
between 2015 and 2020, and has held discussions with other power companies to consider partnering on
the new reactors.

The company had planned to build 11 coal-fired power plants to meet nearer-term demand in the state.
Facing intense opposition from politicians and environmental groups, TXU last month canceled plans

http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/dws/bus/stories/DN-txul 5bus.ART.State.Editi... 4/10/2008
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for eight of those plants as part of a $45 billion buyout agreement with private-equity firms.

Many lawmakers and some environmental groups are promoting nuclear power as part of the solution to
the nation's growing dependence on foreign oil and worries about global warming.

Unlike coal and natural gas plants, nuclear plants do not release carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping
gases that are blamed for climate change.

The 2005 Energy Policy Act provided for $6 billion in tax credits, plus risk insurance and loan
guarantees, for companies to develop applications and build new plants. It's part of an effort to help the
companies show Wall Street that new reactors can be developed without the delays and overruns of an
earlier era.

The industry and the Bush administration are still wrangling over the size and structure of loan
guarantees for new reactors. They've also struggled to find a politically acceptable solution to finding a
permanent storage space for radioactive waste from nuclear plants.

Nuclear power today generates about 20 percent of the nation's electricity. Even though new reactors
haven't been completed in a decade, existing plants have raised output consistently while reducing costs.

Critics say nuclear technology remains susceptible to disastrous accidents. But with a friendlier political
and regulatory environment, power companies have announced their interest in building more than 30
reactors around the nation.

Most of those would be at existing sites. NRG Energy is planning to add two reactors to its nuclear plant
in South Texas. TXU says it hasn't determined where it would build the other reactors.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been adding staff to prepare for the onslaught of applications.
Still, lawmakers and companies remain cautious about the prospects for a wave of development. Public
opinion has become more favorable, they say, but the barriers remain high.

"That is really going to be an adventure," said Michelle Michot Foss, head of the Center for Energy
Economics at the University of Texas at Austin. "Ultimately, this all has to go into some sort of a market
test. ... The cost structure is still stiff. We're a long way from getting new units installed and up and
running."

Mitsubishi said in a news release that it would prepare through the end of this year for its application for
the NRC to certify its design.

TXU plans to file its applications for a construction and operating license by the end of 2008, with its
first approvals expected by 2011.

http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/dws/bus/stories/DN-txul 5bus.ART.State.Editi... 4/10/2008
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Plans for new Texas nuclear power plants advance

07:49 AM CSTon Tuesday, January 8, 2008

By ELIZABETH SOUDER / The Dallas Morning News
esouder@dallasnews.com

North Texas came one step closer to getting new nuclear power plants Monday when a key
manufacturer asked regulators to certify a standard plant design that Energy Future Holdings might use
here.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. applied to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a so-called standard
design certificationmfor its US-APWR nuclear plant. iThat's the type of plant that Energy Future, formerly
TXU Corp., is considering using to expand its Comanche Peak facility in Glen Rose.

Mitsubishi said Monday in a news release that it will also help Energy Future prepare its application for
the new plant.

Last year, TXU told the NRC it would file the application in mid-2008. Since then, the power company
has been purchased by private equity companies and changed its name.

Energy Future spokesman Tom Kleckner said the company isn't ready to give a more exact date for
submitting-the application.

He added that Energy Future hopes to have two new 1,700-megawatt reactors online around 2020.

The NRC has encouraged manufacturers to apply for standard design certification to speed the process
of building reactors.

That way, when a power company chooses a standard design, the NRC can skip reviewing the design
itself and concentrate on the location of the plant and the operations.

In the ,past, the U.S. nuclear industry had no standard designs, and the NRC's process of certifying a
plant took years.

http://www.dallasnews.comlsharedcontentldwslbus/coallstories/O10807dnbustxnuclearplan... 4/10/2008
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NEWS RELEASE

08.31.06

TXU Corp. Announces Plan for Additional Nuclear Power
DALLAS, TX -

To help meet Texas' need for power beginning in the latter part of the next decade, TXU Corp. (NYSE:
TXU) announced today that it plans to develop applications to file with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for combined Construction and Operating.Licenses (COLs) for two to six gigawatts
(GW) of new nuclear-fueled power generation capacity at one toý three sites: TXU expects to submit the
COL applications in 2008, which would facilitate bringing the new capacity on line between 2015 and
2020. Combined with its previously announced 9.1 GW of coal' power generation capacity that is expected
to be on line by 2010, the nuclear power generation capacity-would allow TXU to continue to deliver the
dependable energy supply, low prices and cleaner environment itsTexas consumers demand.

"While new nuclear generation cannot come on line in time to meet the growing power needs of Texas for
the next 10 years, TXU continues to aspire to be a leader in the commercialization of the next generation
of low-cost, clean technology," said C. John Wilder, TXU Corp. chairman and CEO. "Nuclear generation
offers the potential to deliver our customers. lower, stable prices and continue to reduce Texas' over-
reliance on natural gas. Based on top decile performance at our Comanche Peak nuclear power facility and
strong knowledge of the Texas market and customers, TXU is uniquely positioned to commercialize this
technology in Texas." TXU Power's Comanche Peak is an industry leader in nuclear operations and is a
recipient of the."Clean Texas, Cleaner World - National Leader Award" from the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for its efforts above and beyond
compliance in environmental excellence and overall environmental stewardship.

TXU plans to partner with others to take full advantage.of the benefits of-scale while sharing the risk of
such large investments with long-term investors. TXU has had preliminary discussions with the Lower
Colorado River Authority and the City of San Antonio's CPS Energy, -and will also invite other electric
cooperatives and municipalities to partner in the plan.

TXU's recently announced 9.1 GW of new coal-fueled power generation capacity is needed to meetrnear-
term demand. By 2013 further demand growth is expected to absorb the proposed new coal-fueled
capacity and reserve margins could again approach levels the Electric Reliability Council of Texas considers
insufficient to maintain reliability. This growth and Texas' heavy reliance on natural gas make nuclear
power a logical long-term solution. The proposed new nuclear units could give Texas consumers the added
fuel diversity necessary for a low-cost,, efficient supply of safe, reliable power. In addition, nuclear power
is the lowest emission source of baseload power generation available.

TXU's plan includes using its existing asset base where possible to bring on the new capacity, including
adding over two GW of new capacity at its Comanche Peak nuclear facility. The combination of geology,
hydrology, property and community support make it'an ideal site for expansion. TXU is reviewing its
inventory of sites that were identified for nuclear power development over the last 30 years along with
potential new sites in Texas and in other states.

TXU is currently working with GE, Westinghouse, AREVA and other nuclear suppliers to select a preferred
technology incorporating the newest designs and safety features. The-new generation of reactors employs
advanced and passive safety systems that further enhance already safe existing plants. In addition, they
are designed for quick and efficient refueling outages to provide maximum production of low-cost power
for customers. .

Today, nuclear power generation capital costs are not competitive with other technologies. However, TXU
believes there is a strong opportunity for improvement. The same project management, lean design, and
global supply chain expertise that is helping to drive at least 30 percent improvement in the TXU coal
power generation development program versus industry benchmarks should translate to the nuclear
power generation development as well. TXU intends to employ a technical and economic feasibility process
with nuclear original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to design the optimal solution for Texas
consumers. TXU's objective is to design and construct a safe and reliable generation facility, while driving
down capital costs by 30 to 40 percent from average public industry estimates of approximately $2,100
per kW. TXU will also look to partner with suppliers to share some of the risks and rewards of the
program. After a complete examination and optimization of each design, TXU will select its final design.

"TXU recognizes that industry leadership requires excellence across a portfolio of technologies," said
Wilder. "The option to deliver our customers the most efficient power across both coal- and nuclear-fueled
power generation moves us one step closer to this goal."

By filing for, a COL before December 31, 2008, TXU expects to participate in nuclear production tax credits,
nuclear risk insurance and federal loan guarantees specified in the 2005 Energy Policy Act. Such credits
available to the industry are estimated to total $6 billion and would be allocated among qualifying
facilities. The estimated costs of preparing and filing COLs for up to six GW are estimated to be $50 million
to $150 million.

Additional details will be provided periodically. Table 1 shows the current high-level milestones.

Table 1: High-level milestones

http://www.txucorp.com/media/newsrel/detail.aspx?prid=-980 4/10/2008
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06E-11E

# Milestone Date

1 Kickoff technical and economic feasibility process with nuclear OEMs Q3 06

2 Enlist partners for Texas nuclear consortium On-goino

3 Select design technology for COL application 0406

, dentify/potential sites (40

5 File COL applications with NRC Qt4 0]

Receive first approved COLs from NRC 2010-201

As previously announced, on Wednesday, September 6, 2006, C. John Wilder, chairman and CEO of TXU
Corp., will speak with investors and financial analysts at the Lehman Brothers CEO Energy/Power
Conference in New York. The presentation is expected to start at 7:45 a.m. (Eastern), and will include a
discussion of the company's business strategy and power generation development program. A live web
cast of the presentation will be available on TXU Corp.'s website at
http://www.txucomp.com/investres/default.aspx in the Investor Resources section.

TXU Corp., a Dallas-based energy company, manages a portfolio of competitive and regulated energy
businesses primarily in Texas. In the competitive TXU Energy Holdings segment (comprised of electricity
generation, wholesale marketing and retailing), TXU Energy provides electricity and related services to
more than 2.2 million competitive electricity customers in Texas, more customers than any other retail
electric provider in the state. TXU Power has over 18,300 megawatts of generation in Texas, including
2,300 MW of nuclear and 5,837 MW of lignite/coal-fired generation capacity. TXU Wholesale optimizes the
purchases and sales of energy for TXU Energy and TXU Power and provides related services to other
market participants. TXU Wholesale and its affiliate, TXU Renew, are the largest purchasers of wind-
generated electricity in Texas and fifth largest in the United States. TXU Corp.'s regulated segment, TXU
Electric Delivery, is an electric distribution and transmission business that complements the competitive
operations, using superior asset management skills to provide reliable electricity delivery to consumers.
TXU Electric Delivery operates the largest distribution'and transmission system in Texas, providing power
to three million electric delivery points over more than 100,000 miles of distribution and 14,000 miles of
transmission lines. Visit www.txucorp.com for more information about TXU Corp.

This release contains forward-looking statements, which are subject to various risks and uncertainties.
Discussion of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
management's current projections, forecasts, estimates and expectations is contained in the company's
SEC filings. In addition to the risks and uncertainties set forth in the company's SEC filings, the forward-
looking statements in this release could be affected by, among other things, the company's ability achieve
sufficient cost savings to develop nuclear facilities economically; delays in, or failure to receive, approvals
for licenses and other permits necessary to develop and operate nuclear generation facilities; regulatory or
other impediments to construction of new nuclear generation facilities; the ability of the company to
identify partners willing to invest in new nuclear generation; the ability of the company to raise capital
necessary to fund the construction of new nuclear generation facilities; unavailability of appropriate
disposal facilities for spent nuclear fuel; availability of sites that provide adequate access to water and
meet the geotechnical and geological requirements for nuclear facilities; changes in ERCOT and other
competitive electricity market rules; changes in environmental laws or regulations; changes in electric
generation and emissions control technologies that make technologies other than nuclear more
advantageous; incidents or changes in the operations of existing nuclear generation units that affect the
regulation or permitting of nuclear generation facilities; changes in projected demand for electricity in
Texas; inability to obtain the benefits provided for new nuclear generation by the Energy Policy Act of
2005; and changes in wholesale electricity prices or energy commodity prices.

Media

Chris Schein
214-875-8329

Investor Relations
Tim Hogan
214-812-4641

Bill Huber
214-812-2480

Steve Oakley
214-812-2220
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Back to the News Releases Index

TXU Energy (REP Certificate No. 10004) and Luminant are not the same company as Oncor Electric Delivery and are not
regulated by the Public Utility Commission of Texas, and you do not have to buy TXU Energy's or Luminant's products to
continue to receive quality regulated services from Oncor Electric Delivery.

http://www.txucorp.com/media/newsrel/detail.aspx?prid=980 4/10/2008



Lake Granbu ry
~ Medical Center

February 23, 2007

Dear Sir or Madam,

Hood County and'.Granbury, Texas have a strong need for improved transportation infrastructure. Funds
to both build new roadways and improve existing roadways in our community are critical for the health
and safety of, our residents. Likewise, these crucial roadway issues will also ensure our continued
economic viability, as well as provide Safe passage throughout the county in case of disaster.

Today, the need for improved roadways and alternate routes has started to affect daily living, even
without disaster conditions in play. Many times congestion on Hwy. 377 impedes residents' travel at
peak travel times. Lately, the exploration of the Barnett Shale combined with our growing population,
has presented additional traffic concerns. Highway 377 is a main artery, heavily populated by retail
establishments and nearby residential subdivisions. It not only serves as the primary pathway through
Granbury but it is also the major route from surrounding counties to the Metroplex. Put simply, 377 is a
bottleneck that is choking the community's growth. Increased congestion, limited access to alternate
roadways and an inadequate number of bridges over the Jake present major challenges. It may soon
affect the overall growth of our city and county, if it hasn't already.

Our community is also strongly supportive of the nuclear power, facility at Comanche Peak. However,
our current highway structure would require that major areas of the county and city would~be requiredto
evacuate by first heading toward Comanche Peak, and approach it very closely. Based on our current
traffic patterns, it might even be difficult for the majority of residents to leave the county based on
recommended evacuation plans. In the case of natural disasters, (flooding, wild fires, tornadoes; etc...)
there might be thousands of residents in the city and county that could not escape impending doom,
receive medical attention (except by air) or even reach safe haven dependent upon "where" the event
occurs. Alternate routes are required.

The group visiting with you today represents their constituents well. I ask that you consider their
requests carefully. Swift and corrective action will benefit the community and potentially save valuable
minutes in cases of emergency. It will also ensure that Hood County and Granbury continue to be
economically viable in the future. Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

David K. Orcutt, Chief Executive Officer

1310 Paluxy Road 0 Granbury, Texas 76048 M 817-573- CA•E• (2273)
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LOCAL NEW
Senator: New airport terminal to help city grow

11:02 AM CDT on Saturday, March 22,2008

By Lowell Brown / Staff Writer

A new million-dollar terminal building at Denton Municipal Airport will help drive the city's economic
engine for years to come, U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison said Friday.

Hutchison, R-Texas, joined other dignitaries and area residents at the airport Friday morning to
ceremonially open the $1.36 million, 4,600-square-foot terminal building.

"This is going to make a huge difference in economic development and new opportunities for Denton,"
Hutchison said, with several aircraft positioned just outside the building's windows as her backdrop.

Mayor Perry McNeill introduced the senator as a champion of the airport in west Denton, pointing to $6
million in federal earmarks he said she secured for it since 2003.

"I'm proud that I've been able to help make this day happen," Hutchison said. "It took a lot of effort -
from the state, from the federal government and from the local community as well."

The terminal building, which opened for business Dec. 10, includes a conference room, lobby, flight
planning area and administration offices. It replaced the former 1,300-square-foot terminal built in 1964
and demolished in 2006.

"I think it provides a visible sign of commitment on the part of the community," said Rick Woolfolk,
chairman of the airport's advisory board. "It provides a place for people to come in and have a quick
meeting, which we didn't have before."

Denton secured $150,000 in federal funds and $400,000 in Texas Department of Transportation grants
to aid the project, said Mark Nelson, the city's chief transportation officer.

David Fulton, director of the state transportation department's aviation division, stressed the project's
potential to spur economic expansion.

"Business aviation is going to grow substantially in the years to come, and I think you're positioned so
well to make that happen," Fulton said.

The terminal building is part of a wider effort to enhance the growing reliever airport, which city leaders
view as a vital economic development tool. A new parallel taxiway opened last year, and future plans
include a 7,000-foot runway extension, security perimeter fencing, a radar system and a new taxiway on
the airport's southeast side.

The terminal building project got off to a turbulent start in 2006 when City Council members rejected
construction bids they believed were too expensive. A new round of bids proved even more costly,
which drew criticism from some who had feared re-bidding the project would backfire.

http://www.dentonrc.com/sharedcontent/dws/drc/localnews/stories/DRC-terminal-0322.13... 4/7/2008
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McNeill didn't address that controversy in his statements Friday but said council members were
determined to construct a building that would "make a statement" about Denton.

Fulton said officials achieved that goal.

"It has been said for a long time in general aviation that the airport is the front door to your community,"
Fulton said. "And now you have a wonderful front door."

LOWELL BROWN can be reached at 940-566-6882. His e-mail address is Imbrown dentonrc.com.
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They also wrote that the best thing for the deal might be to delay the closing to give the credit markets
time to recover.

"TXU and its intended suitors earlier this year put a full-court press on lawmakers in Austin to avoid
having their buyout laundered, pressed, and folded ... by Texas utility regulators," Wachovia said. "Be
careful what you wish for. A regulatory pause ... might be just the thing right now."
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